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We predict, using a tight-binding model, that spin-dependent transport can be observed in short
DNA molecules sandwiched between ferromagnetic contacts. In particular, we show that a DNA
spin valve can be realized with magnetoresistance values of as much as 26% for Ni and 16% for Fe
contacts. Spin-dependent transport can broaden the possible applications of DNA as a component in
molecular electronics and shed new light into the transport properties of this important biological
molecule. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496504#
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Electronic transport in DNA has recently attracted co
siderable interest in view of its possible use in molecu
electronics.1 Experiments indicate that DNA behaves as
metallic conductor, a semiconductor, or an insulator, acco
ing to different contacts, molecular lengths, and ambi
surroundings.2 Direct measurements of electronic transp
in short poly~dG!-poly~dC! DNA molecules, in the 10 nm
range, connected to metallic electrodes have revealed i
esting nonlinear current–voltage (I –V) characteristics.3 For
voltages smaller than about 1 V an insulating gap is
served, while for larger voltages electric current can fl
across the molecule.3 These results suggest that transport
curs when the electronic levels of the DNA molecule ali
with the quasi-Fermi levels of the electrodes. A theoreti
account of such results has been recently provided by
et al. by means of a homogeneous one-band tight-bind
model for highest-occupied-molecular orbital-mediat
charge transport.4 Quantitative agreement has been obtain
by assuming partial electron dephasing on the guani
cytosine~GC! pairs.4

In this letter, we explore an extra degree of freedom
the transport properties of DNA, namely spin-depend
transport. In particular, we predict that spin-valve behav
could be observed in short DNA molecules of the type
plored by Porathet al.3 when DNA is sandwiched betwee
ferromagnetic contacts like Ni and Fe. We show that mag
toresistance values of as much as 26% for Ni and 16% fo
contacts can be observed. Apart from providing new insi
into the fundamental mechanism of electronic transpor
DNA, this study broadens the possible applications of DN
as a component in molecular electronics.

Following Li et al.,4 we employ a one-band tight
binding model to simulate transport across a DNA molecu
The molecule is represented by a set ofN GC pairs. A sche-
matic of the total system~DNA plus electrodes! investigated
is shown in Fig. 1. The Hamiltonian is written as

H5HM1HL1HR1H res, ~1!

whereHM describes the DNA molecule,HL andHR the left
and right electrodes, respectively, andH res describes elec-
tronic dephasing reservoirs. The latter terms are added

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
diventra@vt.edu
9250003-6951/2002/81(5)/925/3/$19.00
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source of decoherence of the orbital component of the e
tronic wave function due to any type of inelastic scatteri
on each pair. Spin-flip effects are assumed to be neglig
due to the very small spin-orbit coupling in DNA. This ap
proximation seems to hold true for carbon nanotubes5 and
phenyl molecules sandwiched between ferromagn
contacts.6

We treat the electrodes as semi-infinite one-dimensio
tight-binding chains. The two spin configurations in the fe
romagnetic contacts are represented by the different Fe
velocities for spin-up and spin-down populations, reflecti
partially occupiedd bands for spin-down states and ful
occupiedd bands for spin-up states. The Hamiltonian can
reduced to an effective Hamiltonian,Heff , which is written as

Heff5HM1SLu1&^1u1SRuN&^Nu1(
j 51

N

S j u j &^ j u. ~2!

SL(R) andS j represent the interaction of the electrodes a
reservoirs with the GC pair they interact with. These se
energy corrections are written as

Sm5
Vm

2

E2Em2sm
, ~3!

where sm5(E2Em)/22 i @gm
2 2(E2Em)2/4#1/2 and m5L,

R, or j. TheVm are the coupling strengths of the molecule
the electrodes and reservoirs~see Fig. 1!. Em and gm are,
respectively, the site energies and hopping strengths of
electrodes and reservoir chains. Following Liet al., we take
4g j as the band width of the dephasing reservoirs, assu
to be 5 eV.4 For the electrodes, we take

gL~R!5
\v f ,L~R!

2aL~R!
, ~4!

il:

FIG. 1. Schematic of the system investigated. The DNA molecule is
scribed by a one-dimensional tight-binding Hamiltonian. The interaction
the electrodes and dephasing reservoirs with the DNA molecule are
scribed by the coupling parametersVL(R) andVj , respectively.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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 This a ub to IP:
where v f ,L(R) and aL(R) are the Fermi velocity and lattic
parameter of the left~right! electrode.7

Assuming linear transport between any pair
electrodes/reservoirs,m andn ~m, n5L, R, andj!, the trans-
mission coefficient is related to the Green’s function8,9 by

Tmn54DmDnuGmn~E!u2 ~5!

whereDm(n)52Im Sm andGmn(E) is the matrix element of
the Green’s functionG(E) between the molecular sites co
nected to themth andnth electrodes/reservoirs.G(E) is

G~E!5~EIN2Heff!
21, ~6!

whereI N is theN3N identity matrix.
The total effective transmission coefficient,Teff(E), is

constructed from theTmn :4

Teff~E!5TLR1 (
m,n51

N

Km
~L !Wmn

21Kn
~R! . ~7!

Here, Km
(L)5TLm and Kn

(R)5TnR. W21 is the inverse ofW,
with Wmn5(12Rnn)dmn2Tmn(12dmn), Rnn51
2SmÞnTmn .

The current can thus be written as

I 5
2e

\ E
2`

`

dETeff~E!@ f L~E!2 f R~E!#, ~8!

where f L(R)5$exp@(E2mL(R))/kBT#11%21 is the Fermi func-
tion, and mL(R) the electrochemical potential of the le
~right! electrodes.

We now consider transport between ferromagnetic c
tacts. Without spin scattering effects, we can treat trans
of spin-up and spin-down electrons separately. We then
an additional index to the transmission coefficient,Teff,i(E),
where i represents an electronic state with spin up or do
from the source that scatters into a spin-up or spin-do
state in the drain.

For parallel alignment of the magnetization of the ele
trodes, spin-down electrons from the source are scatt
only into spin-down states in the drain, likewise for spin-
electrons. The total transmission coefficient is thus

Teff~E!5Teff,↑↑~E!1Teff,↓↓~E!. ~9!

For antiparallel alignment, spin-down electrons are scatte
into spin-up states and the reverse for spin-up electro
Since the two cases are symmetric in our model, the ove
transmission coefficient can be written

Teff~E!52Teff,↑↓~E!. ~10!

Except forgL(R) , all parameters are taken to give a go
fit to the experimental data of Porathet al. for a DNA mol-
ecule containing 30 GC pairs making contact to nonmagn
contacts.4 In particular, the coupling strengthVj of the DNA
molecule to the dephasing reservoirs is taken equal to
meV.10 On the other hand, the hopping parametersgL(R) dif-
fer for spin-down and spin-up electrons in the Ni and
contacts. We obtain their value from Eq.~4! using theoretical
and experimental values for the Fermi velocities of Ni a
Fe, respectively.11,12 The hopping parameters for Ni are 0
and 0.2 eV for spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectiv
The corresponding values for Fe are 1.4 eV for spin-up e
trons and 0.6 eV for spin-down electrons.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is s
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We assume that the coupling strengths at the conta
VL(R) , are the same for both spin-up and spin-down el
trons. Electrons, for example, from the left electrode w
spin-down magnetization, will have a larger transmiss
probability to scatter into the right-electrode states with
same magnetization than into states with opposite magn
zation. This can be readily understood in terms of the diff
ent Fermi velocities of states with opposite magnetizati
The velocity mismatch thus reduces the transmission pr
ability. This mismatch is associated to the fact that, in
case of Ni and Fe, thed band is completely filled in the cas
of spin-up electrons. For the spin-down configuration, on
other hand, thed band is only partially filled.5,6

The calculatedI –V curves at room temperature a
shown in Fig. 2 for parallel and antiparallel alignment of t
magnetization of Ni~top panel! and Fe~bottom panel! con-
tacts. The figure shows that for both Ni and Fe the magnit
of the current decreases when scattering occurs from par
to antiparallel contact configuration. The magnetoresistan
defined as (Ranti2Rparallel)/Ranti, is shown in Fig. 3, where
Ranti and Rparallel are the resistances for the antiparallel a
parallel spin configurations of the contacts, respectively.
Ni, the magnitude of the magnetoresistance goes from
minimum of 12% for small biases to about 26% for bias
larger than about 1.5 V, which corresponds to the onset v
age for transport across the DNA molecule. For Fe, the m
netoresistance changes from about 11% to about 16%
both cases, however, the effect should be observable ex
mentally provided that spin scattering effects are small. T
larger magnetoresistance for the Ni contacts can be un
stood in terms of the larger mismatch between spin-up
spin-down Fermi velocities~and, therefore, electrode hop
ping strengths! of Ni with respect to Fe. It is also eviden

FIG. 2. I –V curve at room temperature of a DNA molecule sandwich
between nickel~top panel! and iron~bottom panel! electrodes. Two cases ar
shown, one with parallel alignment of the magnetization of the two conta
and the other with antiparallel alignment of the magnetization.
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from Fig. 3 that the magnetoresistance is almost constan
applied voltages larger than 1.5 V. This result can be ra
nalized by noting that for biases larger than 1.5 V the re
tance for antiparallel magnetizations of the contacts increa
faster than the corresponding resistance for parallel ma
tizations~see Fig. 2!.

In conclusion, we have shown that a DNA spin valve c
be realized with magnetoresistance values of as much
26% for Ni and 16% for Fe contacts. In both cases, sp
dependent transport should be experimentally observa
Spin-dependent transport can provide new insight into
fundamental mechanism of charge transfer in DNA, a
broaden the possible applications of DNA as a componen
molecular electronics.
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